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(57) Abstract

A computer system includes a gateway which provides integration between a network management platform and a system management

platform. Such a gateway facilitates sharing of network management and system management events and alarms, as well as sharing of

network management and system management display views. From the shared events and alarms, each platform may correlate such shared

events and alarms with other data available to the platform. Thus, each platform has the advantage of using its own data in combination

with data from the other platform to more effectively perform its functionality.
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR INTEGRATED
NETWORK MANAGEMENT AND SYSTEMS

MANAGEMENT IN COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS

RACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. FiHH nf the Invention

10

This invention relates generally to computer systems, and more particularly, to platforms

that monitor communications networks, platforms that monitor computer system operation, and

integration and sharing information between the two types of platforms.

15 2. EdsguSSiail of the Related Art

Computer networks are widely used to provide increased computing power, sharing of

resources and communication between users. Networks may include a number of computer

devices within a room, building or site that are connected by a high-speed local data link such as

token ring, Ethernet, or the like. Local area networks (LANs) in different locations may be

20 interconnected by for example packet switches, microwave links and satellite links to form a

wide area network (WAN). A network may include several hundred or more connected devices,

distributed across several geographical locations and belonging to several organizations.

In the operation and maintenance of computer networks, a number of issues arise,

including traffic overload on parts of the network, optimum placement and interconnection of

25 network resources, security, isolation of network faults, and the like. These issues become

increasingly complex and difficult to understand and manage as the network becomes larger and

more complex. For example, ifa network device is not sending messages, it may be difficult to

determine whether the fault is in the device itself, a data communication link, or an intermediate

network device between the sending and receiving devices.

30 Network management platforms, also referred to as network management systems, are

intended to resolve such issues. Older network management platforms typically operated by

collecting large volumes of information which then required evaluation by a network

administrator, and thus placed a tremendous burden on and required a highly skilled network

administrator.

35 Newer network management platforms systematize the knowledge of the networking

expert such that common problems of a single domain (i.e., a portion of the network under
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common management) can be detected, isolated and repaired, either automatically or with the

involvement of less-skilled personnel. Such a platform typically includes a graphical

representation of that portion of the network being monitored by the system. Alarms are

generated to inform an external entity that an event has occurred and/or requires attention. Since

5 a large network may have many such events occurring simultaneously, some network

management platforms provide alarm filtering.

Commercially available network management platforms and applications for alarm

filtering include: (1) SPECTRUM®, Cabletron Systems, Inc., 35 Industrial Way, Rochester,

New Hampshire 03867; (2) HP OpenView, Hewlett Packard Corp., 3000 Hanover Street, Palo

10 Alto, CA 94304; (3) LattisNet, Bay Networks, 4401 Great American Pkwy., Santa Clara, CA

95054; (4) IBM Netview/6000, IBM Corp., Old Orchard Road, Armonk, NY 10504; and (5)

SunNet Manager, SunConnect, 2550 Garcia Ave, Mountain View, CA 94043.

System management platforms have been developed to provide insight into the operation

of a device or a set of devices which may or may not be included in a network managed by a

1 5 network management platform. For example, a system management platform may provide a list

of users that are currently logged onto the device, a list of logon attempts (including whether the

logon attempt was successful, an identification of the user, and a time stamp), the number and

status of disk partitions on a storage device within the device, indications of software

applications that are currently running on the device, and file management information.

20 Examples of system management platforms include: ( 1 ) Tivoli, Tivoli Systems, Inc.,

9442 Capital ofTexas Highway North, Arboretum Plaza One, Suite 500, Austin TX 78759;

(2) UniCenter, Computer Associates International, Inc., One Computer Associates Plaza, Islandia

NY 1 1788-7000; (3) Calypso, Calypso Software Systems, 25 Sundial Avenue, Suite 205,

ManchesterNH 03 1 03; and (4) BMC, BMC Software, Inc., 21 01 City West Blvd., Houston TX

25 77042-2827.

Fig. 1 depicts generally the relationship between a network management platform and a

system management platform. In Fig. 1 , a communications network 10 includes device 12A,

device 12B, device 12C and device 14A, which are coupled together by interface 15.

Additionally, device 12C is also coupled to device 12D, device 12E, and device 14B via

30 communications interface 1 7.

As indicated by the dashed lines connecting the network management platform 21 to the

communications network 10, the network management platform 21 monitors and manages
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aspects of the communications network 10 that relate to data communications. For example, the

network management platform 21 may poll network devices, gather communications statistics,

analyze data, perform fault isolation and false alarm suppression, provide alarms relating to

communications to users or to other applications, as well as other functions relating to the

5 communications network.

In contrast to the functions performed by the network management platform 21 , the

system management platform 19 monitors and manages individual devices 12A-E that are part of

the communications network 10. For example, the system management platform 19 provides

user administration, print management, software distribution, job scheduling, security, and data

1 o backup for the devices 1 2A-E.

The network management platform 21 and system management platform 19 may reside

on different computers, or require a system administrator to view the display of each platform

separately, thus making it cumbersome for the administrator to efficiently use both platforms. It

would be desirable if a network management platform could provide information currently

1 5 provided by a system management platform, or if a system management platform could provide

information currently provided by a network management platform. Additionally, it would be

desirable if each platform could use data from the other platform in combination with other data

to more effectively monitor and manage the respective management aspects for which each

platform is responsible.

20

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to one aspect of the invention, a gateway provides integration between a

network management platform and a system management platform. Such a gateway facilitates

sharing ofnetwork management and system management events and alarms, as well as sharing

25 of network management and system management display views. From the shared events and

alarms, each platform may correlate such shared events and alarms with other data available to

the platform. Thus, each platform has the advantage of using its own data in combination with

data from the other platform to more effectively perform its functionality.

One embodiment of the invention is directed to a method for sharing information between

30 a first management system and a second management system, the method comprising the steps of

receiving a message from the first system, determining whether the message relates to an entity

that is managed by the second management system, and formatting the message in a format

RECTIFIED SHEET (RULE 91)

ISA/EP
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compatible with the second management system when the message relates to an entity that is

managed by the second management system. The method may also include notifying the second

management system that a message is available from the first management system.

Another embodiment of the invention is directed to a system for providing an interface

between a first management system and a second management system, comprising a correlator, a

message formatter, and an interface module. The correlator has an input that receives a message

from the first management system, and an output that provides a correlated message when the

message is related to an entity managed by the second management system, and the message

formatter has an input that receives the correlated message and an output that provides a

formatted message that is compatible with the second management system. The interface

module has an output that provides a notification to the second management system when the

output of the message formatter provides the formatted message.

In any of the embodiments described above, the first management system may include a

network management platform and the second management system may include a system

management platform. The second management system may include a command line interface

for invoking processes within the second management system, one ofwhich may be invoked to

notify the second management system that a message is available. Additionally, the formatted

message may be sent to the second management system, which may include appending the text

of the message to a file that is accessible by the second management system, the file including a

plurality of related messages, for example information relating to the entity that is managed by

the second management system.

The severity ofthe message may also be determined, so that the message is formatted

only when the severity is greater than a predetermined severity. Additionally, a display view

may be provided from the first management system to the second management system, which

may include invoking a software application that performs functions of the first management

system.

BBIEE nraraiption OF THF, DRAWINGS

Other features and advantages of the present invention shall appear from the following

> description of an exemplary embodiment, said description being made with reference to the

appended drawings, of which:

RECTIFIED SHEET (RULE 91)

ISA/EP
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Fig. 1, described above, depicts the relationship between a network management platform

and a system management platform;

Fig. 2 is a schematic illustration of the relationship between a network and a network

management platform;

5 Fig. 3 is a view of a user interface of a network management platform such as that shown

in Fig. 2;

Fig. 4 illustrates an embodiment of the invention, in which a network management

platform and a system management platform share events, alarms, and display views;

Fig. 5 illustrates an embodiment of the invention in which a gateway provides the sharing

1 o of events, alarms, and display views between the network management platform and the system

management platform illustrated in Fig. 4;

Fig. 6 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the gateway illustrated in Fig. 5;

Fig. 7 is a flow diagram depicting steps of a process which may be performed by the

embodiment of the gateway shown in Fig. 6;

15 Fig. 8 is a block diagram of another embodiment of the gateway illustrated in Fig. 5,

which provides probable cause files associated with each managed entity;

Fig. 9 shows an example of a correlation table such as that shown in Fig. 8;

Fig. 10 shows an example of a probable cause file such as that shown in Fig. 8;

Fig. 1 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the invention in which a gateway

20 provides integration between a SPECTRUM NMP and a Tivoli SMP;

Fig. 12 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the invention in which a gateway

provides integration between a SPECTRUM NMP and a Unicenter SMP; and

Fig. 13 is a block diagram of a general purpose computer which may be employed to

implement embodiments of the invention.

25

PETAJLEP DESCRIPTION

In accordance with a specific embodiment of the present invention, a network

management platform provides to a user data and views generated from data and views of a

system management platform. Additionally, the network management platform provides data

30 and views to the system management platform which the network management platform may

then provide to a user. Each ofthe platforms may correlate the data received from the other
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platform to facilitate high-level insight into the operation of a network or of a computer system

that has previously not been feasible without highly skilled human intervention.

Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating generally the arrangement of a network management

platform (NMP) 21 which monitors a live network 10 via a communication interface 22. In one

example, the network management platform 21 is SPECTRUM® , which includes a database of

models relating to corresponding network entities and relationships among those entities.

SPECTRUM includes a network interface and control module 24, a virtual network machine 26,

and a user interface 28.

The SPECTRUM NMP continually monitors the network 10 and maintains a database of

information about devices within the network 1 0. The devices, also referred to as network

entities, include not only hardware devices such as personal computers (PCS), workstations,

hubs, routers, bridges, and repeaters, but also software applications. An understanding of the

present invention is furthered by an understanding of a model-based network management

platform such as SPECTRUM, which is described in U.S. Patent No. 5,261,044, issued

November 9, 1993 to R. Dev et al., and hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. The

SPECTRUM platform is commercially available and also described in various user manuals and

literature available from Cabletron Systems, Inc., Rochester, New Hampshire.

In summary, SPECTRUM is a system for maintaining and processing information

pertaining to the condition of the computer network and providing the same to a user, the

network including a plurality of network resources such as computer devices and software

applications being executed on such devices. The system includes a virtual network machine 26,

comprising a programmed digital computer, wherein a program is implemented using an

object-oriented programming language such as C++, Eiffel, SmallTalk, and Ada. The virtual

network machine 26 includes interrelated intelligent models of network entities and relations

between network entities, including a capability for acquiring network data pertaining to the

condition of a network entity from the corresponding network entity, and for those entities not

capable of being contacted, inferring their status from the status of other entities. The virtual

network machine 26 maintains objects which include network data relating to the corresponding

network entity and one or more inference handlers for processing the network data, the inference

> handlers being responsive to changes occurring in the same and/or a different object. The

network data can then be transferred to a user interface 28 coupled to the virtual network

machine 26, for supplying the network data to a user.
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Thus, the models may be implemented as software "objects" containing both "data"

(attributes) relating to the corresponding network entity and one or more "inference handlers"

(functions) for processing the data. See Grady Booch, "Object-Oriented Analysis And Design,

With Applications," 2nd Edition, Benjamin/Cummings Publishing Co., Redwood City, CA,

Chapter 2 (1994). The inference handlers may be initiated by predetermined virtual network

events, such as a change in specified network data in the same model, a change in specified

network data in a different model, and predefined events or changes in models or model

relations. Information pertaining to the condition of the network resource can be obtained from

the network entity by polling the resource, can be automatically received from the network

resource without polling, or can be inferred from data contained in other models. An alarm

condition may be generated when the network data meets a predetermined criteria. Events,

alarms and statistical information from the virtual network may be stored in a database to be

selectively displayed for the user.

The data in the SPECTRUM database may be used for generating topological displays of

the network, showing hierarchial relationships between network devices, isolating a network

fault, reviewing statistical information, as well as other functions.

The SPECTRUM network management platform allows for collective management of

autonomous local area networks (LANs), with equipment from different vendors. It complies

with the current Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) standards, and can also

accommodate other standard and proprietary protocols. The virtual network machine 26

preprocesses the raw information coming from the network entities through the network interface

and control module 24 in order to construct a model of the network's current status and

performance characteristics. Network entities that cannot be directly communicated with (e.g.,

cables and buildings) can infer their status from the status of the entities connected to or

contained within them. The virtual network machine 26 provides a consistent interface for

management applications to access any of the information in the model and thereby provides

these applications with a unified view of the network 10.

In a SPECTRUM implementation, the SPECTROGRAPH® user interface 28 provides a

highly graphical multi-perspective view into the network model. The user interface enables the

user to navigate through a landscape in which cables, networks, local area networks and even

rooms show up as icons, and which icons indicate the health and performance characteristics of

those elements. Many of these icons can be further queried for additional information. The main
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ftinction of the user interface 28 is to visually present to the user the model within the virtual

network machine 26. It allows the user to navigate freely within the network model, only limited

by the access rights assigned by the network administrator. The information can be accessed at

varying degrees of detail, from a macro overview, down to the level of the devices and the cables

5 which connect them. In addition to its navigation functions, the SPECTROGRAPH user

interface provides an alarm management facility, an event log window, a reporting facility, a find

facility, and other features.

An example of the alarm log view provided by the SPECTROGRAPH user interface 28

is illustrated in Fig. 3. The alarm log view 33 may include an area 30 for the listing of current

10 alarms, and an area 32 for displaying information pertaining to a selected alarm. A user, such as

a system administrator or a technician, may select a particular alarm in the listing of current

alarms to obtain more information. A multi-function icon 34 representing the network device

having the fault is displayed in area 32, with one or more text fields 36 and 38 which provide

information regarding the cause ofthe alarm and the status of the device. By selecting specified

15 areas of the icon 34, the user can obtain further information regarding the device for which an

alarm is registered.

Alternatively, instead of or in combination with the user interface 28, information from

the virtual network machine 26 may be provided directly to another computer program, or may

be provided to a user such as a system administrator via electronic mail or a telephone message

20 that is automatically transmitted.

One method for fault management in large communications networks is to use a

"trouble-ticketing" system. This system provides a number of tools for use by network users,

administrators, and repair and maintenance personnel. The basic data structure, a trouble-ticket,

has a number of fields in which a user can enter data describing the parameters of an observed

25 network fault. A trouble-ticket filled out by a user may then be transmitted by, for example, an

electronic mail system to maintenance and repair personnel. A trouble-ticket describing a current

network fault requiring attention or action is referred to as an outstanding trouble-ticket. When

the network fault has been corrected, the solution to the problem, typically called a resolution, is

entered into an appropriate data field in the trouble-ticket and the trouble-ticket is classified as

30 being completed. The system stores completed trouble-tickets in memory and thus a library of

such tickets is created, allowing users, administrators, and maintenance and repair personnel to

refer to the same for assistance in determining solutions to future network faults.
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An example of a trouble-ticketing system is the ACTION REQUEST system, developed

by Remedy Corporation, Mountain View, California, and sold by Cabletron Systems, Inc.,

Rochester, New Hampshire. ARS Gateway™ is an application sold by Cabletron Systems, Inc.,

which incorporates the SPECTRUM and ACTION REQUEST Systems. The ARS GATEWAY

5 application receives fault information from the SPECTRUM system and automatically generates

and processes a trouble-ticket. The ARS GATEWAY application is further described in

copending and commonly owned U.S. Serial No. 08/023,972 filed February 26, 1993 by Lundy

Lewis, and entitled "Method and Apparatus For Resolving Faults In Communications

Networks," which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

10 An improvement over prior network management platforms is implemented in

SPECTRUM Alarm Notification Manager (SANM), which utilizes policy-based filters to create

an alarm notification policy that may apply to alarms received from several instances of a

network management platform. Such a system is further described in copending and commonly

owned U.S. Serial Nos. 08/412,955 filed March 29, 1995 and 08/558,425 filed November 16,

15 1 995 by Arrowsmith et al., and entitled "Method and Apparatus For Policy-Based Alarm

Notification in a Distributed Network Management Environment," and are hereby incorporated

by reference in their entirety.

Fig. 4 illustrates an embodiment of the invention, in which a network management

platform 40 and a system management platform 50 share information so that a network

20 administrator, system administrator, or any other user can view all associated data from either

one of the platforms 40, 50. Additionally, because each platform 40, 50 has access to its own

data as well as the other platform's data, the quality of information provided to an administrator

or external software application may be improved.

In particular, the network management platform (NMP) 40 includes anNMP graphical

25 user interface (GUI) 4 1 , which also may be referred to as a "client
1
' in client-server technology.

One embodiment of the NMP client 4 1 is SPECTROGRAPH described above. The NMP also

includes an NMP server 42, one embodiment of which is SPECTROSERVER described above.

The NMP 40 also includes interface 43 which couples to network devices and entities that are

managed or monitored by the NMP 40.

30 The system management platform (SMP) 50 includes an SMP graphical user interface 51

,

also referred to as a "client," as well as an SMP server 52, and an interface 53 which couples to

systems managed by the SMP 50.
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As shown in Fig. 4, theNMP client 41 receives SMP views 55 from the SMP client 51

,

and the SMP client 5 1 receives NMP views 45 from the NMP client 41
.
One embodiment of the

views 45, 55 include display data so that a display from one of the platforms may be recreated on

a display from the other of the platforms. Accordingly, theNMP 40 can now provide both the

NMP and SMP views 48, and the SMP 50 can now provide both the SMP andNMP views 58.

For example, the SMP 50 can display anNMP view such as that depicted in Fig. 3.

Without the benefits ofthis invention, an administrator who was viewing a display ofthe SMP

50 would have had to log onto another computer in many circumstances to view a display of

such an alarm view, or any other view of theNMP 40.

) Additionally, the NMP server 42 receives SMP events and alarms 56 from the SMP

server 52, and the SMP server 52 receives NMP events and alarms 46 from the NMP server 42.

Each server 42, 52, can analyze this additional data and correlate it as required to provide

analysis results that may not have been possible with each platform's respective data alone. For

example, as a result of the reception and analysis ofthe SMP event and alarm data 56, the NMP

5 server 42 may provide more detailed analysis data to the NMP client 41 , so that the NMP 40 can

provide the results of SMP and NMP events and alarms 49 to an administrator or external

software application. Similarly, as a result of the reception and analysis of the NMP event and

alarm data 46, the SMP server 52 may provide more detailed analysis data to the SMP client 5 1

,

so that the SMP 50 can provide the results ofNMP and SMP events and alarms 59.

20 The results 49, 59 represent information for an administrator that was not previously

available. For example, the SMP 50 may detect that a computer from the network 10 is not

operating efficiently, e.g. processing jobs on the computer using data from a storage device are

not being completed. The SMP 50 may not have any more information relating to the diagnosis

of such a situation. However, theNMP 40 may be aware that a router in the communication path

25 between the computer and the storage device has failed. If the NMP 40 provides this information

(typically in the form of events or alarms) to the SMP 50, then the SMP 50 will have the

information necessary to inform an administrator that the computer is operating correctly, and

that it is only a router failure causing the processing jobs on the computer to go uncompleted.

Without the integration of an SMP 40 and an NMP 50, such a correlation of data would not have

30 been communicated to the administrator, and the administrator may have used significant time

and resources to solve a non-existent problem within the computer itself.
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Similarly, the NMP 40 may detect that a network entity is unreachable by other entities

on the network 10, but may have no further information regarding this performance degradation.

As a result, the NMP may cause alarms to be sent to an administrator and may also invoke fault

isolation of the network 1 0. However, the SMP 50 may have information that the unreachable

5 network entity has crashed (i.e., stopped operating) due to a corrupted disk partition, and may

provide this information to the NMP 40. As a result of receiving this information, the NMP 40

will probably not send a network alarm to the administrator, and there is no need to fault isolate

the network, because there is nothing wrong with the network itself. Instead, both the NMP 40

and the SMP 50 may provide accurate data, i.e. that a disk partition and not a network failure has

10 caused an entity to be unreachable.

Fig. 5 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of the invention that facilitates data sharing

between the NMP 40 and the SMP 50. In particular, the NMP client 41 includes an SMP view

activation module 44, and the SMP client 51 includes an NMP view activation module 54. Each

view activation module 44, 54 may be represented by an additional icon displayed on a display

15 of the respective platform. For example, one of the views of the NMP client may display an

icon labeled "system management platform view," and allow an administrator to invoke such a

view by selecting and activating this icon using a mouse, keyboard, or other interface device, or

by controlling a pull-down menu.

In one embodiment, the SMP view is created by invoking an instance ofthe SMP client

20 5 1 from within the NMP 40. In this embodiment, once the SMP view is displayed through the

NMP client 4 1 , the administrator may select additional SMP functions and views by selecting

icons or providing commands to the SMP server 52 through the SMP view provided on the NMP

40. Similarly, the SMP 50 can provide NMP functions and views via the NMP view activation

module 54.

25 As shown in Fig. 5, theNMP server 42 may include an NMP command line interface 47,

and the SMP server 52 may include an SMP command line interface 57. Such command line

interfaces 47, 57 allow an external user or device to control aspects of the associated platform by

providing specific commands. For example, the NMP server 42 may include many software

modules, each of which is usually invoked by one ofthe other software modules. A command

30 line interface 47 allows a user or external application to enter a command that directly invokes a

particular one of these software modules, thus providing interface with external entities.
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The embodiment shown in Fig. 5 also includes an NMP/SMP gateway 60, that provides a

data path for the NMP/SMP events/alarms 46, 56, as well as for the NMP/SMP views 45, 55.

The NMP/SMP gateway interfaces directly with the NMP command line interface 47 and with

the SMP command line interface 57. As shown in Fig. 5, the NMP/SMP gateway may reside

5 partially within the NMP server 42, partially within the SMP server 52, and partially external to

both the NMP 40 and the SMP 50. However, in different embodiments, the NMP/SMP gateway

60 may reside entirely on one or the other ofthe platforms, may reside external to both

platforms, or any combination thereof.

Fig. 6 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the gateway illustrated in Fig. 5. Such an

10 embodiment includes a correlator 64 coupled to a severity fdter 65, which is further coupled to a

message formatter 66. This embodiment of the gateway 60 also includes an event/alarm status

module 68 and a view interface 69, both of which are coupled to the command line interface

controller 67. The command line interface controller 67 is coupled to one of the command line

interfaces 47, 57, of one of the platforms 40, 50. In Fig. 6, the platform with the command line

1 5 interface is referred to as the "second platform," indicative that it is receiving data from a first

platform.

In operation, new events or alarms are received from the first platform by the correlator

64. Such events or alarms are correlated by the correlator to determine whether the events or

alarms are of interest to the second platform. If so, the events or alarms are passed through the

20 severity filter 65 , which filters out less important events or alarms. Then, the message formatter

66 formats the events or alarms into a format that is compatible with the second platform 40, 50.

The command line interface 67 invokes a command in the second platform command line

interface 57, 47, so that the second platform is notified that a correlated message is available

from the first platform. In addition to new events, existing events may be updated or cleared. In

25 particular, the event/alarm status module 68 receives updates or clear information from the first

platform, indicative ofnew information regarding an existing event or alarm. Such information

is processed by the event/alarm status module 68 and passed to the command line interface

controller 67 for notification of the second platform. Upon receipt of new information, update

information, or clear information regarding the network monitored by the first platform, the

30 second platform may correlate such data with its own data as described above. The correlation

performed by the second platform 50, 40 is different from the correlation performed by the

correlator 64, in that the second platform may use the data from the first platform in combination
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with data already obtained by the second platform, to perform functions such as fault isolation

analysis.

The first platform may also provide platform view data to the view interface 69, for

example in response to the NMP view activation 54 being selected, which may cause a view data

5 request to be sent to the view interface 69. After receiving such view data, the view interface 69

provides data to the command line interface controller 67, which in turn notifies the second

platform 50, 40 of the available view data. The view data may be in the form of a bitmap file, or

any other format which may be displayed by the second platform.

Fig. 7 is a flow diagram depicting detailed steps of a process performed by the

10 embodiment of the gateway shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 6 shows that step 70 is performed within the

first management platform 40, 50, which may be either a system management platform 40 or a

network management platform 50. Steps 78-81 are performed within the second management

platform 50, 40. Steps 71-77 are performed by a gateway 60, but as discussed above the gateway

functions may also be provided within the first or second management platform.

1 5 In step 70, the first management platform 40, 50 generates an event or alarm message.

Such a message may be a textual version of an alarm as described above with respect to

SPECTRUM alarms, or may be any message generated as a result of monitoring a network or

system. In step 7 1 , the gateway receives the event or alarm message. The message is correlated

to determine whether the associated event/alarm relates to a system that is managed by the

20 second management platform 50, 40 (step 72). Such correlation may use a correlation table 73,

which provides a map of events and alarms to systems managed by the second platform 50, 40.

An example of such a correlation table 73 is a list of systems managed by the second platform

50, 40, along with an identifier for each system of events, alarms, or other messages which may

relate to each respective system on the list. When a message is received, the correlation table 73

25 may be searched to determine whether the table 73 contains such a message.

Ifthe message does not correlate with any system managed by the second management

platform 50, 40, the process may be terminated. Ifthere is a correlation, however, in step 74 it is

determined whether the event or alarm has a severity that is greater than a predetermined

severity. Such a function may be useful for filtering out less important messages. To support a

30 severity determination, a first/second platform severity map 75 provides an indication of whether

a message should be passed or filtered out depending upon the severity of the message. For

example, a management platform may associate a severity of either FATAL, CRITICAL,
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MINOR, or WARNING with each message. The gateway may filter out messages having a

severity of either MINOR or WARNING, which represent less severe messages.

Once it is determined that a message correlates with a system managed by the second

management platform 50, 40 and has a severity greater than a predetermined severity, a new

5 message is created in step 76, the new message being in a format which is compatible with the

second management platform 50, 40. In step 77, the formatted event/alarm message is sent to the

second management platform 77. As indicated above, the second management platform 50, 40

may be notified that a formatted message exists via interface with a command line interface.

Additionally, to provide the formatted message itself, the gateway may write the formatted

10 message data to memory that is accessible by the second management platform.

In step 78, the second management platform 50, 40 receives the formatted event/alarm

message, and in step 79 the formatted message is correlated as required with other data. As

described above, the formatted message received from the first management platform 40, 50 may

be analyzed in step 80 by the second management platform 50, 40, in conjunction with other data

15 that is already available to the second management platform 50, 40. In step 81 , the second

management platform may display results, take corrective action, or send an alarm as a result of

the analysis performed in step 80. An example of a corrective action taken by an NMP 40 would

be to re-route messages to avoid a failed router. An example of corrective action taken by an

SMP 50 would be to avoid failed disk space.

20 One embodiment of the invention includes a file of related messages that the gateway

provides for access by the second management platform 50, 40. Such a file of related messages,

referred to as a "probable cause file;' is shown in Fig. 8. In particular, Fig. 8 shows portions of

the gateway 60 similar to those shown in Fig. 6, but also shows an event/alarm status module 85

that creates such probable cause files. The message formatter 66, command line interface

25 controller 67, and view interface 69 are omitted from the block diagram of Fig. 8 for clarity.

New alarms or events that pass through the correlator 64 and severity filter 65 are

provided to the event/alarm status module 85, as is the information relating to update and

clearing of existing events and alarms. In response, the event/alarm status module 85 creates and

maintains a plurality of probable cause files 82A, 82B, ... 82N.

30 In one embodiment, each probable cause file 82 A-N is associated with a particular

network entity, for example a server, router or computer. As new events are received that are

related to this particular network entity, as determined by the event/alarm status module 85
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querying the correlaUon table 84, the messages relating to the new events may be appended to

the probable cause file 82. Thus, the probable cause file contains a history of information

relating to the health and performance of the particular network entity. If an update to an event

is received by the event/alarm status module 85, then the appropriate entry in the respective

5 probable cause file is updated. Additionally, if a message is received by the event/alarm status

module 85 indicating that an event or alarm should be cleared, the contents of the probable cause

file 82 may be erased, or a new entry may be made indicating that no problem currently exists.

The correlation table 84 may contain information as described above with respect to the

correlation table 73 of Fig. 7, and may also contain additional information. An embodiment of

10 such a correlation table 84 is shown in Fig. 9. In particular, Fig. 9 illustrates that a correlation

table 84 may include several entries 97, 98, 99, one for each model. In this example, the term

"model" refers to any particular network entity or device monitored by an NMP 40 or SMP 50.

The model entries 97, 98, 99 are provided in rows of the correlation table 84. The columns of

the correlation table represent information relating to the particular model. Column 90 includes a

1 5 host name or model name, for example the model name "sparkplug" shown in row 97, and

column 91 includes the model name as known by the SPECTRUM NMP. Column 92 gives the

IP (Internet Protocol) address of the model. Column 93 provides the probable cause file 82

associated with the model identified in column 90. For example, probable cause file

ProbOl 550000 is associated with the model "sparkplug," and thus contains associated message

20 data as described above. Column 94 provides a cause code indicative ofwhich file to associate

with a particular alarm. Other cause codes may be used by SPECTRUM for alarms that are not

associated with SMP events or alarms. Column 95 provides a SPECTRUM model handle of the

parent group to which the particular model belongs. For example, parent model handle 0xe8004

may identify a subnet to which the model "sparkplug" belongs within the network 10. As shown

25 in Fig. 9, many specific models may belong to a single parent.

From the information provided by the correlation table 84, the event/alarm status module

85 can determine which probable cause file 82 is associated with a particular model, so that the

appropriate probable cause file 82 may be updated and maintained. The probable cause files

82A-N may reside in memory that is shared between the gateway 60 and the second platform 50,

30 40, so that the second platform 50, 40 may access these files.

Fig. 10 illustrates an example of a probable cause file 82. In this example, three

messages 1 0 1, 1 02, 1 03 have been received and entered by the event/alarm status module. Each
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entry begins with an event identifier 104. This example of the event identifier 104 includes a

concatenation of three separate fields: an event handle which identifies the event; a server handle

identifying the server that provided the message; and a date of reception indicative of the date in

which the message was received. The date on which the message was written to the probable

cause file 82 is also provided, along with the text of the message (describing the effected network

entity and problem), and a severity indication. From this data, the second platform 50, 40 may

correlate and provide additional analysis as described above.

One embodiment of the invention includes a SPECTRUM/Tivoli gateway, which

integrates the SPECTRUM NMP with the Tivoli SMP. A block diagram of the

SPECTRUM/Tivoli gateway 1 10 is depicted in Fig. 1 1

.

In particular, the SPECTRUM NMP 1 1 1 includes the SPECTROGRAPH NMP client

1 12 and the SPECTROSERVERNMP server 113, which in turn includes an Alarm

Notifier/Alarm Monitor 1 14 and a Command Line Interface 115. The SPECTROSERVER NMP

server 1 1 3 interfaces with a managed network as described above, and may include either alarm

notifier software or alarm monitor software.

The Tivoli SMP 1 17 includes "Tivoli/Enterprise Console" SMP client 1 1 8 and a Tivoli

SMP server 1 19, which in turn includes a Tivoli Rules Engine 120. The Tivoli SMP Client 1 1

8

interfaces with managed systems as described above.

In this embodiment, the gateway 1 1 0 includes a collection of executable files to perform

the functions described above, including providing the associated probable cause files 1 16A,

1 16B, 1 16C, 1 16N. In general, a separate executable file may be provided for each function

of the gateway and for each direction in which the data is being passed. For example, one

executable file may provide event correlation for events received from the Tivoli SMP server

119, while another executable file may provide event correlation for events and alarms received

from the SPECTROSERVERNMP server 113.

In addition to the functions described above, an executable file may be provided to update

correlation tables. For example, if a new device is added to the network, a representation of such

a new device may be added to the appropriate correlation table. Similarly, representations of

devices may be updated and removed. Additionally, in this instance, an executable file may be

D provided to resolve differences in parameters in the event/alarm messages of each of the servers

113,119. Generally such a file may be implemented with a number of conditional statements.
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However, if the parameter differences were complex, then a parameter table may be provided to

assist in the difference resolution.

Another embodiment of the invention, shown in Fig. 12, includes a

SPECTRUM/Unicenter gateway 121 , which integrates the SPECTRUM NMP with the Unicenter

SMP. As with the embodiment described with respect to Fig. 1 1 , the SPECTRUM NMP 1 1

1

includes the SPECTROGRAPH NMP client 1 12 and the SPECTROSERVER NMP server 113.

Additionally, the Unicenter SMP may include a Unicenter SMP client 122 and a Unicenter/Event

server 123. Fig. 12 also includes a representation of the network 10 including systems monitored

by both the SPECTROSERVERNMP server 1 13 and the Unicenter/Event SMP server 123.

The block diagram of Fig. 12 also provides an example of shared networks and network

devices. In particular, the network of Fig. 12 includes computer 124A, computer 124B,

computer 124C, printer 126, and bridge 127, all of which are physically connected to linear

interface 125A. Bridge 127 is also connected to linear interface 125B, which provides

communications among computer 124D, computer 124E, and router 128. Router 128 is also

15 connected to ring interface 125C, which provides communications among computer 124F,

computer 124G, computer 124H, and computer 124L

As described herein, network information 131 is received by the SPECTROSERVER

NMP server 113, while system information 129 is received by the Unicenter/Event SMP server

123. The SPECTRUM/Unicenter Gateway 121 provides selective event and alarm sharing

20 between the two servers 1 13, 123. Additionally, each client may access display data of the other

client through menu, icon, or keyboard selections.

The embodiments of the NMP, SMP, and gateway described herein may be implemented

in specially-designed hardware such as a state machine or other digital circuitry, or in any of

several programming languages on a general purpose computer, or as a programmed general

25 purpose computer itself.

For example, elements of the NMP, SMP, or gateway may be implemented as software

on a floppy disk, compact disk, or hard drive, which controls a computer, for example a general

purpose computer such as a workstation, a mainframe or a personal computer, to perform steps

of the disclosed processes or to implement equivalents to the disclosed block diagrams. Such a

30 general purpose computer 130, shown in Fig. 13, typically includes a central processing unit 132
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(CPU) coupled to random access memory (RAM) 134 and program memory 136 via a data bus

138. The general purpose computer 130 may be connected to the network 10 in order to
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interface with other elements, and may provide commands to devices on the network in order to

control the network configuration by an NMP 40 or to control a system managed by an SMP 50.

Alternatively, the elements ofthe embodiments described herein may be implemented as

special purpose electronic hardware. Additionally, in either a hardware or software embodiment,

the functions performed by these different elements may be combined in varying arrangements

of hardware and software.

Having thus described at least one illustrative embodiment of the invention, various

modifications and improvements will readily occur to those skilled in the art and are intended to

be within the scope of the invention. Accordingly, the foregoing description is by way of

example only, and not intended to be limiting.
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1 . A method for sharing information between a first management system and a second

management system, the method comprising the steps of:

(a) receiving a message from the first management system;

(b) determining whether the message relates to an entity that is managed by the second

management system;

(c) when the message relates to an entity that is managed by the second management

system, formatting the message in a format compatible with the second management system; and

(d) noticing the second management system that a message is available from the first

management system.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the second management system includes a command

line interface for invoking processes within the second management system, and wherein step (d)

includes invoking one of the processes by accessing the command line interface.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising a step (e) of sending the message, in the

format compatible with the second management system, to the second management system.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein step (e) includes appending text of the message to a

file that is accessible by the second management system, the file including a plurality of related

messages.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein each of the plurality of related messages includes

information relating to the entity that is managed by the second management system.

6. The method of claim 3, further comprising the step performed by the second

management system of:

correlating data from the message with other data available to the second management

» system.
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7. The method of claim 1 1
further comprising the steps of:

determining a severity of the message; and

comparing the severity of the message to a predetermined severity;

and wherein step (c) is performed only when the severity of the message is greater than

the predetermined severity.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising the steps of:

receiving a request from the second management system to provide a display view from

the first management system; and

providing, to the second management system, data that represents the display view from

the first management system.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the step of providing includes invoking a software

application that performs functions of the first management system.

10. The method of claim 1 , wherein the first management system includes a network

management platform and the second management system includes a system management

platform.

1 1 . An apparatus for sharing information between a first management system and a

second management system, the apparatus comprising:

first means for receiving a message from the first management system;

second means for determining whether the message relates to an entity that is managed

by the second management system;

third means for formatting the message in a format compatible with the second

management system when the message relates to an entity that is managed by the second

management system; and

fourth means for notifying the second management system that a message is available

from the first management system.
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12. The apparatus of claim 1 1 , wherein the second management system includes a

command line interface for invoking processes within the second management system, and

wherein the fourth means includes means for invoking one of the processes by accessing the

command line interface.

5

13. The apparatus of claim 11, further comprising fifth means for sending the message, in

the format compatible with the second management system, to the second management system.

14. The apparatus of claim 13, further comprising sixth means for correlating data from

10 the message with other data available to the second management system.

1 5. The apparatus of claim 13, wherein the fifth means includes means for appending text

of the message to a file that is accessible by the second management system, the file including a

plurality of related messages.

15

16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein each of the plurality of related messages includes

information relating to the entity that is managed by the second management system.

17. The apparatus of claim 11, further comprising:

20 means for determining a severity of the message; and

means for comparing the severity of the message to a predetermined severity;

and wherein the third means includes means for formatting the message only when the

severity of the message is greater than the predetermined severity.

25 1 8. The apparatus of claim 1 1 , further comprising:

means for receiving a request from the second management system to provide a display

view from the first management system; and

means for providing, to the second management system, data that represents the display

view from the first management system.

30

19. The apparatus of claim 18, wherein the means for providing includes means for

invoking a software application that performs functions of the first management system.
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20. The apparatus of claim 1 1, wherein the first management system includes a network

management platform and the second management system includes a system management

platform.

5 21 . A system for providing an interface between a first management system and a second

management system, comprising:

a correlator, having an input that receives a message from the first management system,

and an output that provides a correlated message when the message is related to an entity

managed by the second management system;

10 a message formatter, coupled to the correlator, having an input that receives the

correlated message and an output that provides a formatted message in a format that is

compatible with the second management system; and

an interface module, coupled to the correlator and the second management system, having

an output that provides a notification to the second management system when the output of the

1 5 message formatter provides the formatted message.

22. The system of claim 21 , wherein the interface module includes a command line

interface controller, the command line interface controller invoking a process within the second

management system to provide the notification to the second management system.

20

23. The system of claim 21, further comprising a status module, coupled to the message

formatter, having an input that receives the formatted message and an output that provides the

formatted message to the second management system.

25 24. The system ofclaim 23, wherein the status module provides the formatted message

by appending text of the formatted message to a file that is accessible by the second management

system, the file including a plurality of related messages.

25. The system of claim 24, wherein each of the plurality of related messages includes

30 information relating to the entity that is managed by the second management system.
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26. The system of claim 21 , further comprising a severity filter having an input coupled

to the output ofthe correlator, and an output coupled to the input ofthe message formatter, the

severity filter determining a severity of the correlated message and providing the correlated

message to the message formatter only when the severity of the formatted message is greater

5 than a predetermined severity.

27. The system of claim 21 , further comprising a view interface having an output that

provides, to the second management system, data that represents a display view of the first

management system.

10

28. The system of claim 21, wherein the first management system includes a network

management platform and the second management system includes a system management

platform.

1 5 29. The system of claim 2 1 , wherein the system includes a plurality of executable files

that may be initiated by the first management system and the second management system.

30. The system of claim 23, further comprising a correlator for correlating data in the

formatted message with other data available to the second management system.

20
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(57) Abstract

A computer system includes a gateway which provides integration between a network management platform and a system management
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events and alarms with other data available to the platform. Thus, each platform has the advantage of using its own data in combination
with data from the other platform to more effectively perform its functionality.
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